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Events for your Calendar 
 
 

Thursday 12th September 
 

SCF Management Committee  
Meeting at Kamballup Hall - 1.00pm 

 
Thursday 19th September 

 

SCF Spring Field Day 
 

Thursday 26th September 
 

CBH Bin Meeting - Kojaneerup/
Wellstead    

9.30am at Green Range Country Club  
 

Thursday 17th October 
 

SCF Management Committee  
Meeting in Albany - 1.00pm 

 
Tuesday 29th October 

 

CBH Bin Meeting - Cranbrook  
9.00am at Gillami Centre  

 
Tuesday 29th October 

 

CBH Bin Meeting - Kamballup  
1.00pm at Kamballup Hall 

 

 

 

Jottings from the Chair  
 

 

 

Well the season is moving along  
quickly. I know some farms are very 
wet, but it is nice to go into Spring 
with a full profile of water with most crops looking really good. 
 

The July Field Walk went off well with 60 farmers and industry 
personnel coming along to enjoy the day. Special thanks to John 
Howard, Dave Pyle, Clint Williss, Ashton Hood and Tony Goad 
for passing on their knowledge of what they are doing on their 
farms. 
 

The trials are all looking great and with disease pressure  
building before the Spring Field Day it should be interesting to 
see which new varieties stand up. 
 

John Blake is busy organizing the Spring Field Day and for  
something different Sabrina Hahn, the gardening guru, will be 
attending.  
 

With harvest approaching very fast I would like to wish everyone 
a safe and excellent finish to the season.  
 

          John 

 Spring 2013 
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SCF Research and Development Report  

John Blake: Stirlings to Coast Farmers  R&D Coordinator 
                                       Mobile: 0438 761950 

 

The SCF Trial program for this season is progressing well with the on-farm trial 
sites all in excellent condition. Trials have established well and will continue to be 
monitored for nutrient status and disease. 
 
The Crop Field Walk in July was a very good day with the focus being on harvest weed seed control 
methods and their effectiveness. There is a separate article dedicated to this topic over the page. 
 
I have been working with researchers from DAFWA and industry to put together the program for the 
Spring Field Day. This is the major event of the year for our group, and an opportunity to present grow-
ers with the latest information. 
 
It is important that growers do some monitoring and sampling in crops now to assist with planning for 
2014. There is information in this edition on the assessment of blackleg in canola and also sampling 
for herbicide resistance testing. 
 
We are already thinking about the R&D priorities for 2014 so if you have some ideas please give me a 
ring or catch up with me at the Spring Field Day. This can include livestock related activities. 

Thank You To Our  Agency Partners 

 

Do we want a Stirlings to Coast Farmers niche barley  
segregation at Kojaneerup this season? 

To decide if this is feasible, and if you plan to deliver barley to 
Kojaneerup Bin, please let Heather know by text or email what 

varieties and areas of barley you  
have growing this season. 

 

Slade Family On-Property  

Sheep Field Day 

West Kendenup 
 

Wednesday 2 October at 2.00pm 

For more information contact Lyn Slade 

on 9851 4144 
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Part of our field walk in July was to examine the question “should we cart, crush or cremate weed seeds to 
manage resistance?” David Pyle demonstrated results from his chaff cart and Tony Goad demonstrated his 
experience with windrow burning. The 70 plus growers and industry members really appreciated David’s and 
Tony’s contributions. 
 

Extracts from GRDC reports by Michael Walsh from a University of WA project, and Peter Newman, from a 
DAFWA project are provided below. 
 

The good news is that Western Australia’s growing herbicide-resistance problem have stimulated  
innovative and integrated approaches to weed management, with some croppers now able to say they now 
have fewer weeds than ever before. 

 
 
 

FIGURE 1 Combining herbicide control with harvest 
weed seed control enables full removal of all  
ryegrass plants. 
 
SOURCE: Department of Agriculture and Food, WA 

 

 

 

 
 

AHRI research compared the effectiveness of the harvest weed-seed control methods – chaff carts, baling, 
narrow windrow burning and the Harrington Seed Destructor.  
 

CART: A conveyer belt adaptation for chaff carts captures a small amount of straw with the chaff, which  
significantly reduces the burn time of the chaff dump. The chaff dumps also provide improved feeding  
efficiency if grower has a livestock enterprise. 
 

BURN: Narrow windrow burning achieves a higher-temperature burn and consistently kills more weed seeds 
than burning standing stubble. Concentrating the stubble into a narrow windrow and burning in a light wind 
increases the intensity of the burn and allows higher temperatures to be reached for longer, which is crucial 
for destroying weed seeds, especially wild radish. 
 

CRUSH: The Harrington Seed Destructor removes up 
 to 95 per cent of weed seed entering the harvester,  
foregoing the need for an autumn burn. 
 

Conclusion: Carried out over 25 sites across four  
states and over two harvests, the researchers found  
that each of the harvest weed seed systems was  
equally as effective at removing ryegrass seed from  
cropping systems. Averaged across the 25 sites,  
each of the weed-seed harvest methods removed  
about 55 per cent of annual ryegrass seed. The  
system chosen will therefore come down to personal  
preference and how best it fits within a particular  
farming system. 

July Stirlings to Coast Farmers Field Walk report 
– John Blake SCF R&D coordinator 

 

Should we cart, crush or cremate weed seeds to manage resistance?  
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 SCF Herbicide  

                        Resistance Testing 2013 
 

SCF will manage herbicide resistance sampling and  
testing on a similar basis to the last two seasons.  
Growers pay full costs but the job will get done with  
minimal fuss. The proposal at this stage is: 
 

 Samplers are paid to collect and submit the  
       samples 
 Do the paperwork for you 
 We intend to use Plant Science Consulting 
 There will be a fixed set of tests performed to 

continue the survey approach 
 Additional herbicides can be nominated by the 

grower for an additional $30 each 
 Results will be collated and shared anonymously 

 
 
Current indications are that the service will cost about 
$550 per sample. 
 
Ryegrass herbicides will be 2 rates of glyphosate, trifluralin, 
atrazine, clethodim, Factor, Boxer Gold and paraquat. 
 
Radish herbicides will be screened for 2 rates of  
glypohosate, 2,4-D, diflufenican, bromoxynil, Intervix and 
atrazine. Less set herbicides allows for the extra cost of 
extracting seed from pods. 
 
We will be asking growers to register their interest at the 
Spring Field Day, or else contact Heather by text on 0428 
541051 or email at heatheradams.ohcg@bigpond.com 

 

 

Useful Websites 

and  Apps  

 

Paraboss Website 
 

www.paraboss.com.au 
 

A newly launched three-in-one  

website delivering advice on worms, 

blowflies and lice. A wide array of  

reference material is easily sourced 

by regional relevance and the site is 

expected to be a helpful resource not 

just for producers, but advisers,  

product resellers and the sheep  

service industry generally. 

 

Regional Migrant Employment 

Support Website 
 

www.rmes.com.au 
 

Pilot project that aims to assist newly  

settled migrants, who have an  

interest in undertaking agricultural 

work, to take advantage of  

employment opportunities in regional 

WA 

 

GRDC – Weed Ute Guide App  
 

http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/

weeds-the-ute-guide/id482862261 
 

A free application designed to be 

used in the paddock by growers to 

assist in identifying the most common, 

annual, biennial and perennials 

weeds in Southern Australia.   

  

Smartphone Apps for Smart 

Farmers 
 

http://www.samdbnrm.sa.gov.au/

Land/LandManagementProgram/

SmartphoneAppsforSmartFarm-

ers.aspx 
 

Published in March, 2012 the 

"Smartphone Apps for Smart  

Farmers." booklet is an excellent  

resource presenting a range of 

Smartphone Apps and tools suitable 

for either iPhone or Android users.   

  

Thank You To Our  Agency Partners 

...how much more will kill this one? 

mailto:heatheradams.ohcg@bigpond.com
http://www.paraboss.com.au
http://www.rmes.com.au
http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/weeds-the-ute-guide/id482862261
http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/weeds-the-ute-guide/id482862261
http://www.samdbnrm.sa.gov.au/Land/LandManagementProgram/SmartphoneAppsforSmartFarmers.aspx
http://www.samdbnrm.sa.gov.au/Land/LandManagementProgram/SmartphoneAppsforSmartFarmers.aspx
http://www.samdbnrm.sa.gov.au/Land/LandManagementProgram/SmartphoneAppsforSmartFarmers.aspx
http://www.samdbnrm.sa.gov.au/Land/LandManagementProgram/SmartphoneAppsforSmartFarmers.aspx
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You are invited to the Stirlings to  

Coast Farmers Spring Field Day 2013 

  

Thursday 19th September  
 

Bus pickup at South Stirlings Hall at 7.00 am  
Bus pickup at Kamballup Hall at 7.20 am 

(You must let Heather know if you want to be picked up) 
 

Bus drop off back to Kamballup and Kendenup at the end of the day  
(after the dinner at South Stirlings) 

 
Day starts with registrations at Chris Kirkwood’s Kendenup property 7.30 am  

(Contact Heather for directions to Kirkwood’s if you need them). 
 

The field day tour starts at 8.00 am viewing the latest research in crops,  
pastures and livestock production from Kendenup to South Stirlings and 

many sites in between!  
  

SCF Broadacre Barley Variety Trials 
Optimal Animal Husbandry 
Plant Disease Management 

Claying by Nutrition Research 
New Pasture Varieties 

Canola National Variety Trials 
Cereal National Variety Trials 

Barley and Canola Agronomy Trials 
Radish Control Trial 

Firebreak Herbicide Combinations 
In Season Crop Decision Tools 

 

Bring your smart phone and/or iPad for a practical session on farm apps with  
Farmanco specialists after lunch. 

 

Special guest Sabrina Hahn, ABC Radio Perth’s gardening expert will join us from lunchtime 
and is looking forward to seeing our paddock sized gardens!  The day will finish with drinks and 

dinner at the South Stirlings Hall.  ALL Welcome. 
 

  

Transport, food and drinks provided for the day. 
No cost to Stirlings to Coast Farmer Group members. 

$66.00 (incl GST) for non-members 
 
  

Please contact Heather Adams on 0428 541051 or heatheradams.ohcg@bigpond.com  
for more information, to book a seat on the bus and for catering purposes 

mailto:heatheradams.ohcg@bigpond.com
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Spring Blackleg Management 

 

Jeremy Lemon, DAFWA Albany 
 

 
The 2013 GRDC Blackleg management guide summarises four steps to keep ahead of this disease. There is 
no surprise that the Stirlings to Coast Farmers area is a high risk zone due to climate, rotation and proportion 
of canola in the landscape. 
 
We need to manage blackleg as intensely as we grow canola. Spring monitoring of disease severity is the 
first step in a continuing cycle of management. If you have an idea of how varieties are standing up to  
blackleg pressure then you know when to look for varieties with a better resistance rating and different  
resistance group and assess how this year’s strategies have worked. If a variety is starting to break down 
with disease scores of greater than 50 % then it’s time to change. 
 
Monitoring is simply a matter of pulling up all plants along a row until you have 10 stems from each of five or 
six sites across the paddock, cutting the stems at the crown and averaging the scores using the pictures in 
the guide. Number the scores 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, to 10 and this represents the infection level and can be averaged 
easily. It can be done any time during podfill but it’s easier at swathing so you can get into the paddock. 
Even several days after swathing is OK as samples can be collected from under the swath where the stems 
stay green longer. It’s also an idea to score each set separately to see the decline in disease as you move 
away from last year’s stubble and then combine the observations for the paddock. Of course make a note of 
the variety and paddock, any seed and other treatments so you can discuss the results with an agronomist. 
 
Last season Crusher was noticeably more heavily infected than newer varieties with average scores of about 
60 % infection. Not all varieties have resistance grouping identified but this will change with time as older 
varieties are discarded. 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Stem scores as shown in the Blackleg management guide. Count cankered as 100% 

 

 
 
Figure 2: A fairly clean set of stems from Kojaneerup last season - an average score of 20% 

                

 
 

http://www.grdc.com.au/GRDC-FS-BlacklegManagementGuide
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      Spring with Sabrina 
 

This year we are very excited to have a special guest attending our Spring Field Day.   

Sabrina Hahn will join us at lunchtime and then spend some time out in the paddocks.   

Sabrina is a passionate gardener and is best known as ABC Radio Perth’s gardening  

expert.   We are looking forward to showing her how we garden on a slightly larger scale! 

She will leave the field day at 4 pm to attend an afternoon tea at South Stirling Primary 

School (details below) before heading across the road to the South Stirlings Hall to join 

members and their families for drinks and dinner.    

For more information get in touch with Heather 0428 541051 
 

 

“Afternoon Tea with the Gorgeous Gardener Sabrina Hahn” 

Got a lousy lemon tree? Is your spinach stunted? Then Join us for an  

informal Q&A with ABC radio’s lovely gardening expert, Sabrina Hahn. 

Thanks to Stirling to Coast Farmers, Sabrina will join us at 4pm  

Thursday 19th Sept at South Stirling Primary School for afternoon tea 

and a chat. Entry is free, with a cuppa and homemade cake plate $2.50 

(proceeds to South Stirling P&C). Kids are welcome.  

Any questions (NOT gardening related!) contact Alaina on 9847 7043 

Australian Women in Agriculture 
Conference Albany 9-11 August 

 
The Australian Women in Agriculture Conference was a truly  
inspirational experience for me. These days I seem to be  
surrounded by people that are gunner do this or gunner do that 
but never get anywhere near to obtaining  there goals and 
dreams. At this conference however the women that attended 
and presented where the opposite to this as they were all doers. 
These women had big dreams and they weren’t afraid to work 
hard to get them.        
They had so many stories to share about their experiences and 
how they had overcome many obstacles themselves. I attended 
some wonderful lectures about planning for profit, managing 
chaos and branding your products. Dr Catherine Bowen did a 
great talk on farm succession planning that really hit home for 
many of us. As we all know this can be a particularly difficult  
subject and talking with others in similar circumstances was 
beneficial to all.        
I also had the pleasure of sitting next to Katie Mason of Katie 
Joy’s Free Range Eggs at the AWiA Gala dinner on the Saturday 
night. Katie’s passion for her business was amazing and her  
enthusiasm infectious. After our short talk she had reinspired me 
to continue to strive to make my business dreams come true and 
to not take no for an answer.  
      
A big thankyou to CBH for sponsoring me 
to attend this event and to experience 
what Australian Women in Agriculture 
are all about.  
 
Tammy Wiehl   

National Precision Ag Conference 

Perth August 2013 
 

 

Ken Drummond and I were funded by South Coast NRM 
to participate in the National PA Conference in Perth last 
month on behalf of SCF. There were some highlights 
(see below) and we are seeking to bring some of the 
better developments to our region. 

 Weed Seeker developments from Germany- for 
more info go to www.agricon.de  

 iTill seeker sowing boot system ( for sowing  
 under last season’s  rows in non wetting soils ) by 
 Paul Hicks from Pingrup- Ken Drummond and 
 Brad Woods have been following this up for next  
 season- for more info go to www.itill.com  

 Autonomous machines of the future 

 VRT and on the go soil testing (for our future 
N,P,K, lime efficiency projects etc) 

 In – the –Cloud  support  and the PA help desk  
www.pahelpdesk.com  

 Books and website releases 

 PA apps for your smart phone and/or tablet 
(practical session at 2013 Field Day) - Tywen 
Dawe 

 
We are seeking to bring some of the better  
developments to our region over next 12 months 

 
John Blake: SCF R&D coordinator 

http://www.agricon.de
http://www.itill.com
http://www.pahelpdesk.com
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China is now accepting Australian canola:  impact for Albany zone  
 
As you may be aware in March this year, the Chinese and Australian governments 
agreed to the resumption of imports of Australian canola to China, providing us access 
to one of the world’s largest canola markets. Restrictions were placed on the import of Australian canola to 
China in 2009 due to concerns over a specific Australian strain, of a seed-borne blackleg fungus entering the 
country, with the potential to have a damaging impact on Chinese rapeseed production. 
 
The lift of this import ban is fantastic news for Australian canola producers as it opens up an alternative market 
for our canola exports. Basically it will impact the supply and demand dynamics for Australian canola with  
increased demand tightening the balance sheet. Over the past few years much of our canola exports have been 
channelled into the European market, to be used for biodiesel production. By gaining access to China we now 
have a market large enough to challenge increasing competition from the EU for WA canola. 
 
Over the last few months we have begun to see price signals from China and this is currently being reflected in 
current bid sheet prices. While the announcement from China is great for the Australian canola industry as a 
whole there are currently restrictions from China that they will not accept shipments of canola from the Albany 
Port or Port Adelaide Port due to a higher presence of the blackleg fungus being found in samples from these 
ports. 
 
It is important to note that work is being done by CBH Group, the Department of Agriculture and Food of  
Western Australia (DAFWA) and Australian Oilseeds Federation, however it might be a lengthy process and there 
is no guarantee that the ban on shipping out of the Albany zone to China will be changed in the short term. As 
harvest gets closer growers need to be aware of this situation and take this into consideration when making 
their delivery and marketing decisions. 
 
CBH Group will continue to market and ship non-GM canola from the Albany zone into European markets for 
biodiesel production. Due to current stocks levels and supply of canola and other oilseeds available to the  
European market this year, the Chinese market is currently the premium paying market. It is likely that Pakistan, 
Japan and other origins that accept GM canola will be origins available for Albany zone GM canola.  China’s  
decision is affecting GM canola and non-GM canola marketing and shipping opportunities out of the Albany port 
zone and in turn we are seeing some zone price differentials occurring because of these market forces. 

Manage your business from your phone or tablet this harvest 

The CBH Group has updated its online offering in time for the 2013-14 harvest so that growers can virtually run 
their business from their smartphone or tablet.  For the first time grain growers will be able to contract to CBH 
cash prices from their smartphone in five simple steps.  

Growers can now access daily or season-to-date load summaries, as well as the standard last 25 loads delivered 
as per last harvest. Growers can now also search for a load or group of loads by filtering on Commodity, Grade 
or Date and can search for a single load by entering the Load Number. 
Growers can now also sell to live CBH prices from CBH Mobile.  After growers have found the price they are  
looking for they can click on the ‘Sell’ button and enter into a Cash contract with CBH.  The grower just needs to 
select the Deliverer, enter the number of tonnes they would like to write the contract for, agree to the Terms 
and Conditions and then authenticate the transaction with their LoadNet login details. 
 

To access CBH Mobile go to:   mobile.cbh.com.au  
 

 
If you have any further questions please contact your Nikki Lewis 9890 2311 local CBH Group BRM 
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Asthma Management on Farms 

 Shortness of breath 
 Difficulty Breathing 

Asthma is a condition of inflammation and spasm of the 
airways, which can be triggered by a range of factors. In 
particular, organic dusts such as grains and pollens, can 
trigger asthma in susceptible people. Farmers with a 
family     history of asthma, can also be at greater risk. As 
farm families are often long distances from medical help, 
awareness and treatment of asthma is especially 
important. Acute asthma is a life threatening condition, 
but asthma attacks can be prevented. 

SYMPTOMS OF ASTHMA 

Do you suffer from the following symptoms? 

 Coughing   

 Tightness in the chest 

 Wheezing   

Do these symptoms often occur after exposure to grain 
or other organic farm dusts? 

Do symptoms sometimes limit your ability to work 
effectively? (ie. coughing and shortness of breath with 
physical exertion) 

Are symptoms worse at night? 

 

EXPOSURE TO FARM DUSTS 

Whilst farmers are not necessarily at greater risk of 
asthma than other people, farmers are more likely to be 
exposed to organic dusts in the course of farm work, 
which can trigger asthma episodes in susceptible 
persons. Farm dusts are often generated when produce 
or stock are moved (eg. grain, hay, cattle), or when 
pollens are released from pasture. They are a complex 
mixture of organic and inorganic particles derived from 
pollens, grain husks, leaves, soil, animal and insect parts. 

 Are you involved with production, storage, 
transportation or processing of dusty farm 
produce? 

 Are symptoms of asthma (as above) more 
apparent: 

a) During grain harvest or haymaking? 

b) When certain grasses or weeds are in flower 
such as rye grass or turnip weed? 

 Do you find durum wheat and barley particularly 
irritating? 

IMPORTANT 

ANYONE WITH ASTHMA WHO LIVES OR WORKS ON A FARM SHOULD SPEAK WITH THEIR DOCTOR 

ABOUT A PERSONAL ASTHMA MANAGEMENT PLAN….ALSO, EMPLOYEES WITH ASTHMA NEED TO TELL 

THEIR  EMPLOYER, SO THAT AN ON-FARM MANAGEMENT PLAN CAN BE WORKED OUT 

ON-FARM ASTHMA MANAGEMENT 

Management of asthma includes limiting exposure to organic 
dusts where possible. Consider elimination and design 
interventions first, but a range of measures may be required.  

 Have you considered changing crops if a family 
member is seriously affected by asthma due to that 
crop?  

 Can you use pelleted feed rather than dusty grain, or a 
dust suppressant such as molasses? 

 Do you have adequate ventilation in sheds where 
grain and hay is stored?  

 Do harvesters and tractors have cabins that isolate 
operators from organic farm dusts?  

 Are chutes, conveyor belts, grain elevators and intake 
pits covered to reduce dust?  

 Are air conditioners, filters and seals maintained and 
dusty areas generally kept clean of dust?  

 Can you reduce the time spent in a dusty area? 

 

 

  Do operators and bystanders stand further away or  
upwind of grain being augered or dumped?  

 Are air purifying masks or respirators provided and 
available to employees for dusty activities? 

WHAT TO DO IN AN EMERGENCY 

Asthma attacks can develop over a few minutes or a few days. 
Call 000 immediately if there is: 

Increasing shortness of breath or rapid breathing, with 
inability to speak more than 1-2 words per breath. Severe 
chest tightness. Feeling of distress or being frightened. 
Sucking in of throat and ribs or blue coloration of the lips. 

While waiting for the ambulance: 

1. Sit the person upright and give reassurance 

2. Give 4 separate puffs of a reliever 
(eg. ventolin), preferably with a 
spacer. Take 4 breaths from the 
spacer after each puff 

3. Wait 4 minutes 

4. If little improvement, repeat steps 
until the ambulance arrives. 
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Thank you also to 

our Tier 2 Sponsors 

The Management Committee  

The following are members of the Stirlings to Coast Farmers  

Management Committee.  This group meet regularly and guide the 

events and research priorities for the group.  They appreciate input 

from the wider membership and can be contacted on the numbers 

listed below : 

 John Hood 98477034 or 0427 960950 (Chairperson) 

 Mal Thomson 98543038 or 0428 543038  

 Mark Adams 98541051 or 0428 910853 

 Derek Curwen 98543012 or 0428 543012 

 Ken Drummond 98541033 or 0427 541033 

 Shane Greenslade 98542018 or 0428 542048 

 Steve Hall 98472001 or 0428 472001 

 Greg Mengler 98517212 or 0428 910914 

 Scott Smith 98477043 or 0429 466037 

 Jeff Stoney 98471011 or 0427 471011 

 Mark Slattery 98477054 or 0458 477053 

 Martin Wiehl 98541056 or 0447 197520 

 Jeremy Lemon - Senior Development Officer DAFWA  98928413 

 Brent Pritchard - Agronomist Farmanco 0488 428333  

Stirlings to Coast Farmers Field Walk 

Tuesday 2
nd

 July 


